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Preface 

CRC Press receives numerous inquiries on how to publish with us, and this 
guide will address these questions. The following guidelines should aid you 
in developing your proposal as well as answer general questions or concerns 
you may have about publishing your technical book. 

We  are grateful for your business and for your consideration to choose 
us as your publisher. At CRC Press, we publish in all areas of engineering 
including: electrical, computer, nanotechnology, mechanical, aerospace, 
nuclear, human factors, ergonomics, industrial and manufacturing, materials 
science, chemical, environmental, biomedical, GIS, engineering technology, 
mining, civil, and structural. 

We value our authors greatly and have the utmost respect for the content 
you produce. My team of acquiring editors from around the globe is enthusi- 
astic to bring new content to our readers. Thank you for this opportunity. We 
hope this guide answers any questions you may have about the publishing 
process, and we look forward to working with you! 

CRC Press is committed not only to publishing high-quality and useful 
information, but also to creating long-lasting and fruitful relationships with 
our authors and editors. If you are already in contact with a CRC acquiring 
editor, great! If not, please visit www.crcpress.com/contactus/editorial to find 
the appropriate acquiring editor to help guide your proposal development. 

We look forward to reading your proposal and to working together for the 
success of your book. 

Nora Konopka 
Editorial Director - Engineering and Environmental Sciences 

nora.konopka@taylorandfrancis.com 
561-998-2531

vii 

http://www.crcpress.com/contactus/editorial
mailto:nora.konopka@taylorandfrancis.com




How to Structure Your Book Proposal 

You have decided to write a book? Excellent! Here is everything you need to 
know about publishing your work in book format with CRC Press. 

Why Have You  Decided to Write a Book? 

You should have a very clear idea about why you want to write on this topic 
and be clear on the specific audience you want to address. What knowledge 
are you offering readers who will be purchasing this book? 

While you are outlining your book idea, consider how you plan to differ- 
entiate yourself from the available books on the market. Are you bringing 
forth new information on the topic? Are you explaining the material in a 
different manner? Do the current books in the marketplace lack focus, detail, 
or examples? Why do readers need information on this topic in book format, 
and why will they be willing to pay for this information? Once you have 
established this, you are on your way! 

Consider the Table of  Contents 

As publishers, we understand that the outline is tentative in the beginning 
stages of development. You will be able to add and delete from the table of 
contents right up until you decide to submit your final manuscript to the 
publisher, and that’s okay—we are expecting that. That being said, your out- 
line should be structured as closely as possible to what you intend to submit. 

Choose a Title 

The title of your book should convey as much as possible what is included 
in the content. Is this a purely fundamental and introductory book? Say so! 
Will reading this book teach the reader to model and design something? 
These are important words to include. For searching reasons, it is best to 
get up front what the topic of the book is on. Try to avoid  words in the  title 
like “innovation,” “state-of-the-art,” “advances,” or “forthcoming,” as 

1 



2 Guide to Publishing Your Research 

technology-driven books change rapidly. Also stay away from words and 
phrases such as “a modern approach” and “up-to-date.” You wouldn’t be 
writing a new book on an outdated approach or topic, would you? 

Consider  Your Market 

As a publisher, we want the best for our readers, and we want to be able to 
clearly define for them why another book on this particular topic is necessary 
for their personal library. Our customers (soon to be your customers) have 
choices, so keep them in mind as you prepare your proposal and expand it 
into a book. Before you complete a proposal, do some investigating. 

Competition: Authors are very hesitant to tell the publisher that com- 
petition exists for their planned writing topic area—don’t worry! We 
are okay with competition—we just need to know how your book 
differs from what is on the market and position the strengths of your 
content against what is currently available. Competition is good!  
It also means the market is already carved out, and that is a good 
thing, too! It means that people are interested in the topic area and 
more information is necessary. 

Amazon: Amazon® is a quick and easy way to search by title or topic. 
Read what customers are saying about the competition. What are 
you saying about the competition? Make a list of strengths and 
weaknesses for at least three books in the topic area, and it will start 
you on the road to preparing a well thought-out and evolving table 
of contents. Review the number of pages and the price of the compe- 
tition too. The more informed you are about what is currently avail- 
able on the marketplace, the more informed we will be. 

Type of Book: Will your book be a textbook or a reference? Will you 
have a co-author, contributors, or do you want to write this book  on 
your own? Whether writing a textbook, editing a handbook, or 
developing a monograph, there is a unique process involved for each 
book. (Keep reading for more on book type differences.) 

Set a Deadline 

Since the average book takes about 6–8 months to publish once it enters  
into production, a manuscript due date is quite important. We will tell you 
about our production process over the next few pages, but for now, think 

http://www.amazon.com/
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about a date that works for you—not what you  think the publisher wants  
to hear. We appreciate busy people. We want authors who are traveling, 
speaking, teaching, learning, writing, presenting, designing, and passing on 
their knowledge. 

Writing a book is a labor of love—you  will hear that a lot from friends  
or colleagues who have written previously. Just think, an audience will be 
spending their money on your words. They will be learning, teaching, high- 
lighting, committing to memory, and passing on what you wrote. And to that 
end, we thank you for making this commitment! Because of people like you, 
our content has brought so much knowledge and learning power around 
the globe. Thank you for considering preparing a proposal for us! Normally 
it takes about 1 ½–2 years to complete a final manuscript. This will mean 
writing on weekends, time that could be spent with family, friends, and 
work commitments. Again, we thank you. The date should factor in these 
components and you should be realistic. If you are considering submitting a 
proposal for publication and you think it will take over four years, you may 
want to consider how important preparing this proposal, securing a contract 
from the publisher, and finishing the book is to you. 

On the other hand, if you think you will spend time every single day writ- 
ing, and you think that no commitments will come up over the next few 
months—think again! We value your time and the importance of what you 
are researching and planning to write for us. Publishers don’t mind if you 
submit your manuscript early; however, submitting it late causes bumps in 
the road. 

Number of Pages and Price 

How do you know? You don’t, unless you know your competition. 
As a technical publisher, we provide information for which our customers 

are willing to pay good money. Publications can range in price from $69.95 
to $269.95. The average publication is between 300 and 500 pages, and the 
writing should be on point, concise, and of value for the price the customer 
is paying. 

Some books should be small. They are primers and meant to concentrate 
on introductory fundamentals or certain applications. Price points are not 
determined by the number of pages. They are determined by the value of the 
information, competitive analysis, and market analysis. 

For years, CRC Press was known as “The Handbook Publisher,” due to the 
large volumes we produced with thousands of pages. Information is impor- 
tant and we supply it. If the market demands a very large book, that’s okay, 
too. Know your competition and how your book compares, so we can deter- 
mine the best sales and marketing strategy for your content. 
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Textbooks and references mean different things to different authors, so 
here is a quick guideline when considering writing your book for CRC Press, 
or adopting a book for your course: 

Primary Textbook: Written for a core course and will be the only 
book used for the course. Homework problems,  solutions  man- 
ual, PowerPoint slides, and any electronic ancillaries are expected 
and necessary. 

Secondary Textbook: The course may be emerging and not a core 
course. Ancillaries are very useful, but the adoption potential is 
smaller because it is not a mandatory course. 

Reference: The book will be purchased mostly by academic librar-  
ies, researchers, and those working in industry who need an 
application-oriented book that includes fundamental knowledge 
and applications. 

Professional: Written for professionals working in the field who need a 
ready reference for a solid understanding of the topic. 

Monograph: A special or niche topic that is dedicated to a particular, 
narrow-in-scope area. 

Edited/Contributed Reference or Handbook: Chapters written by 
experts from around the globe, specifically for the said publication 
and not a collection of previous published papers. 

Text/Reference: A combination of a textbook and a reference. Normally 
this type of publication does not have homework problems and is 
used either by professionals or for a graduate-level course. 

 CRC Focus: CRC Focus are short form titles available very quickly as 
eBooks and print-on-demand Hardbacks. We are deliberately 
looking to publish a range of books across the engineering field, of 
total length in the range of 25,000 to 50,000 words.  

Question: How Do I Determine the Product Type I Want to Write? 

Here are a few of our recent publications you may find useful for your own 
book preparation or general technical writing and presentations: 

A Guide to Publishing for Academics: Inside the Publish or Perish 

Phenomenon (9781482256260) 

Engineering Speaking by Design: Delivering Technical Presentations 

with Real Impact (9781498705776) 

Engineering Writing by Design: Creating Formal Documents of 

Lasting Value (9781482234312) 

https://www.crcpress.com/A-Guide-to-Publishing-for-Academics-Inside-the-Publish-or-Perish-Phenomenon/Liebowitz/9781482256260
https://www.crcpress.com/A-Guide-to-Publishing-for-Academics-Inside-the-Publish-or-Perish-Phenomenon/Liebowitz/9781482256260
https://www.crcpress.com/Engineering-Speaking-by-Design-Delivering-Technical-Presentations-with/Rothwell-Cloud/9781498705776
https://www.crcpress.com/Engineering-Speaking-by-Design-Delivering-Technical-Presentations-with/Rothwell-Cloud/9781498705776
https://www.crcpress.com/Engineering-Writing-by-Design-Creating-Formal-Documents-of-Lasting-Value/Rothwell-Cloud/9781482234312
https://www.crcpress.com/Engineering-Writing-by-Design-Creating-Formal-Documents-of-Lasting-Value/Rothwell-Cloud/9781482234312
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Technical Writing: A Practical Guide for Engineers and Scientists 

(9781439820858) 

Written English: A Guide for Electrical and Electronic Students and 

Engineers (9781498739627) 

 

 
 

Writing a Textbook 

There are some factors to consider if you are writing a textbook. The date 
you choose to submit your final and complete manuscript needs to weigh 
care- fully on when your textbook will publish. There is textbook adoption 
season to consider, and there are technical reviews and surveys to consider 
as well. “This is the way I teach my course.” We hear this all of the time 
in publishing, and we appreciate how you have structured your course and 
your notes, and the excellent feedback your students have provided over the 
years. However, please keep in mind that not everyone will teach the course 
the way you do. Therefore, it will be necessary for us to survey professors to 
question the key elements necessary for them to teach their course using 
your book. 

Setting internal benchmark dates during the manuscript development 
process, while keeping in mind the final deadline to the publisher, is vital. 
There should be goals set for the actual writing of the text, figure develop- 
ment, technical reviews, incorporation of survey and review comments, 
and rewriting and polishing of your final manuscript. Meeting these dates 
will help ensure that you meet your final submission deadline, which is 
critical to the success of your textbook. 

 

 

The Best Months to Submit a Textbook Manuscript 

Submit in January, if the course is being taught the following winter or 
spring. By submitting in January, your book will be published by August 
(with no unforeseen delays) and ready for inspection copies to be sent to 
professors teaching the course in winter  or  spring.  The  most 
concentrated amount of textbook marketing is in August and September 
for winter and spring courses, and professors are offered inspection copies 
suitable for their courses between August and November prior to decisions 
having to be determined. If the course is being taught in fall, the best time to 
submit your final manuscript is May. By submitting in May, your book will 
be published by December (again, with no unforeseen delays) and ready for 
adoption copies to be sent to professors teaching the course in fall. The 
most concentrated amount of textbook marketing is in January and 
February for fall courses, and professors are offered inspection copies 
suitable for their courses between January and April prior to decisions 
having to be determined. 

https://www.crcpress.com/Technical-Writing-A-Practical-Guide-for-Engineers-and-Scientists/Laplante/9781439820858
https://www.crcpress.com/Technical-Writing-A-Practical-Guide-for-Engineers-and-Scientists/Laplante/9781439820858
https://www.crcpress.com/Written-English-A-Guide-for-Electrical-and-Electronic-Students-and-Engineers/Hart/%209781498739627
https://www.crcpress.com/Written-English-A-Guide-for-Electrical-and-Electronic-Students-and-Engineers/Hart/%209781498739627
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Did You Know? 

The copyright date of a book can have the following year’s publication date if 
it publishes after June of that year. 

 
 

Question: How Can I Adopt My Own Book or Another 
CRC Press Book for a Course I Am Teaching? 

We will work with you directly on the adoption of your own book or another 
CRC Press book for your course. We  have  hundreds  of  textbooks 
available for you to choose from. You can visit our Virtual Textbook Fair 
and request an inspection copy of a book for your course by completing   
the  Textbook Adoption Form. This form is automatically sent to one of   
our textbook representatives who will acknowledge receipt  of  your 
request and contact you prior to issuing your inspection copy (we offer 
electronic and print copies for your consideration). 

 
Guidelines for Preparing a Textbook Preface, 
Solutions Manual, and  PowerPoint® Slides 

Guidelines for preparing the following documents are available: 

• Textbook Preface 

• Solutions Manual 

• PowerPoint Slides 

 
Remember to keep it short! You don’t want the preface to drag on and on. A 
good rule is to try to keep it to one page, two at maximum. 

At CRC Press, we work closely with a renowned resource that provides us 
with a plethora of information about textbooks, including: 

• Course Name 

• Teaching Professors’ Names 

• Current Books in Use for the Course 

• Market Size 

• Adoptions in the United States 

• Leading Competitors and Market Share 

This information is invaluable to us, and it allows us to evaluate the market 
size and adoption potential for your textbook. It also allows us to provide our 
authors with data about the market leaders that most professors are using 
for their course (information is based on courses in the US only). Plus, it  
provides us with a contact list of professors to approach about adopting your 
book instead of the competitor’s text. 

 

http://www.crcpress.com/go/engineering
https://www.crcpress.com/rsc/downloads/Page_6_-_Textbook_Comp_Request_Form_12.17.15.pdf?utm_source=Promotional%20Ebook&amp;utm_medium=Ebook&amp;utm_term=Page_6_-_Textbook_Comp_Request_Form_12.17.15.pdf&amp;utm_campaign=KE35179
https://www.crcpress.com/rsc/downloads/Page_6_-_Textbook_Comp_Request_Form_12.17.15.pdf?utm_source=Promotional%20Ebook&amp;utm_medium=Ebook&amp;utm_term=Page_6_-_Textbook_Comp_Request_Form_12.17.15.pdf&amp;utm_campaign=KE35179
https://www.crcpress.com/rsc/downloads/Writing_a_Textbook_Preface.pdf?utm_source=promotional%20ebook&amp;utm_medium=ebook&amp;utm_term=Writing_a_Textbook_Preface.pdf&amp;utm_campaign=KE35179
http://goo.gl/28vjPa
http://goo.gl/1NzQUf
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Proposal Form: Textbook 

Ready to write a textbook? A Textbook Proposal Form is available for 

your convenience. 

 

 
 

Writing a Reference, Monograph, Handbook, 

or  Professional Text/Reference 

At CRC Press, we publish very application-oriented books. Our readers 
expect high quality, accurate, technical information with a good amount of 
figures, equations, tables, data, references, examples, and case studies. These 
types of books generally do not require end-of-chapter problems or ancillary 
teaching materials (though we may accept them if you feel they are 
appropriate). 

For these types of books, publication dates are not driven by textbook 
adoption season, so we can publish them throughout the year, though always 
keeping in mind your agreed-upon deadline. 

Edited references differ from authored references in that in edited-style 
books, individual chapters are written by different authors, with an editor 
or group of editors overseeing the project. If you are developing an edited 
book, you may contribute chapters as well, and you will be responsible for 
developing the table of contents and contributing author list, reviewing the 
chapters to ensure technical accuracy, and collecting the final manuscript 
for submission to the publisher. 

 
Readership 

Our books are mainly targeted at upper-level undergraduate and graduate 
students, professionals, and researchers. Some of our books are quick-and- 
easy references, some are aimed at undergraduates at the junior level, and 
some are very technical in nature. We are committed to quality and want to 
offer our customers a wide range of topics in technical fields. 

 
Writing A  Preface For Your  Reference  Work 

Readers can get a snapshot of the book’s level, approach, features, and aim 
and scope. To provide you with a general layout of how to design a 
dynamic preface, consider including some or all of the following sections: 

 

1. Overview 

2. Motivation and Background 

3. What’s New in This Edition (if applicable) 

4. Need for the Book 

5. How to Use This Book 

 

https://www.crcpress.com/rsc/downloads/Page_9_-_Textbook_Proposal_Form.pdf?utm_source=Promotional%20Ebook&amp;utm_medium=Ebook&amp;utm_term=Page_9_-_Textbook_Proposal_Form.pdf&amp;utm_campaign=KE35179
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6. Classroom Potential (if applicable) 

7. Themes (if applicable) 

8. Appendix 

9. Acknowledgments 
 

The first section can be unnamed (no heading), and it should give a con- 
cise and readable overview of the book. Use this section to express 
the book’s philosophy and offer a broad overview of the book’s fea- 
tures. State the purpose of the book, and describe what the reader 
can hope to learn by reading the book. Next, provide a brief descrip- 
tion of the book: the main topics or themes. Give just enough to get 
the reader interested in reading more. It is best to keep this opening 
section relatively short and general, with more detail provided in the 
subsequent sections. 

Often a “how this book came to be” statement can be an effective way 
of drawing readers in. Some topics you can discuss in this section: 

• Why did you write this book? Why this particular subject? 

• The journey of writing the book—what you learned, how you 
felt, and any insights into real life situations gained through the 
writing. You may also want to include how you’ve changed as an 
author or as a person during the process. 

• Your research process—talk about your sources. Why are they 
unique? 

• Any problems that came up during the writing and how you 
dealt with these trials and tribulations. 

• How long it took you to write the book, if it’s relevant. For exam- 
ple, if you’ve been researching and writing the book for 10 years, 
you may want to mention this fact to give the reader an idea of 
the thought and effort you put into the project. 

If your book is a revision, identify and explain the changes, updates, 
and new coverage in detail. People who have the older edition should 
be given a clear rationale here for getting the new edition. 

Explain the need for the book. What will the reader learn from this con- 
tent? Is there new research in the field? Gaps in other books? New appli- 
cations in industry? This section should also state who should have the 
book. This can be researchers, design engineers, academics, people on 
the operational side, graduate students, technical managers, etc. 

Include any relevant information on how the book can be used; in other 
words, any ways the book’s coverage and organization demonstrates 
its value as a practical reference resource. If your book has color  
inserts, computer code, extensive tables, web resources, glossaries or 
key terms, or anything else noteworthy, talk about it here. You can use 
separate headings such as Chapter Openers, Objectives, Examples,  
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Case Studies, Computer Examples, and/or Chapter Summaries to 
identify and describe these learning features. Finally, include any 
suggestions about how to read the book if there is a special structure. 

If your book has potential for graduate coursework, explain why! 
Cite any relevant features such as examples, chapter questions, 
solutions, web resources, etc. These should be presented in a way 
that doesn’t compromise the book’s professional/reference appeal. 

If the text includes an important ongoing theme, a section with a 
heading should be used to explain it. For instance, if a book 
emphasizes the design procedures for a topic in a consistent way, a 
preface section called A Focus on Design can be used to go over it 
in detail. 

If an Appendix is important to the text, a separate section describing 
the resources should be included. For instance, if tables are 
included it’s good to describe them, and state how they can best be 
utilized. 

Acknowledgments are important in a reference book, as they will 
help give the book credibility through association. Thank the 
people who were instrumental in the writing of your book. 
Depending on the level of formality of the writing, these could 
range from colleagues to editors to family members. 

 

Ready to write a reference, monograph, handbook, or professional text/ 
reference? Refer to the Reference, Monograph, Handbook, or Professional 
Text/ Reference Proposal Form. 

 

 
 

The  Proposal Review Process 

We expect our prospective authors to put time into the proposal 
preparation form because, upon completion, it will be sent to at least 3–5 
experts in the field for commentary at the initial proposal stage. 
Additionally, this form will outline the aim and scope of the book. 

Seeking reviewer opinions and constructive criticism from those who 
teach, train, or work directly in the field in which you are preparing to 
write provides us with insight into the marketplace and a better book. If 
you have reviewers in mind—tell us. We can seek out our own, of course, 
and we  probably will in addition to the reviewers you choose, but it 
makes good sense to have as many concrete suggestions as possible. 

At proposal stage, the reviewer sees as much information as you provide, 
so please take your time and let us know if something should not be sent. 
Please read everything over carefully, and be as specific as you can at the  

 
 

https://www.crcpress.com/rsc/downloads/Page_12_-_Proposal_Form_for_Reference.pdf?utm_source=Promotional%20Ebook&amp;utm_medium=Ebook&amp;utm_term=Page_12_-_Proposal_Form_for_Reference.pdf&amp;utm_campaign=KE35179
https://www.crcpress.com/rsc/downloads/Page_12_-_Proposal_Form_for_Reference.pdf?utm_source=Promotional%20Ebook&amp;utm_medium=Ebook&amp;utm_term=Page_12_-_Proposal_Form_for_Reference.pdf&amp;utm_campaign=KE35179
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initial proposal stage for what you know. Read the proposal over a few 
times before sending it in and try to fix those typos that creep in. Also, try 
not to repeat any information. Reviewers often can be quite critical if what 
they are reviewing includes small errors and large gaps or repetitive 
information. It is best to minimize as much as you can, but we will polish 
things up a bit on our end too if need be. 

Time allotment for reviews is about 2–4 weeks depending on the size of the 
proposal, which should also include: table of contents, your bio, and a sample 
chapter or two if you have it. Haven’t started writing yet? No problem. A 
sample chapter is not mandatory; it helps, but it does not hold up the process. 
The reviewers have the option of allowing us to share their name and affil- 
iation with you, and we respect their decision. We will share all comments 
that come in, but it may be necessary to keep the referee of the proposal 
anonymous. You also have the option of choosing to have your proposal and 
materials sent for review without your name and affiliation. 

Please consider the comments from the reviewer carefully—we do. Some 
comments will be quite useful, and some may not be. Your acquiring editor 
will discuss all of the comments with you and you can both decide the action 
necessary to shape your writing. 

 
Question: How  Many Reviews Are Really  Necessary? 

This depends on whether or not the book is a textbook or reference, what 
kind of competition it’s up against, how many related titles the publisher has 
to sell with the title, and your input. We seek out reviews from around the 
globe, and some are more detailed than others. 

A manuscript review, or developmental review, is conducted during the 
actual writing process after the contract has been signed and you are well  
on your way with writing. These reviews take more time and effort from 
the reviewer, and the author, acquiring editor, and reviewers work closely 
together to enhance and enrich the content. 

 
Question: Must I  Incorporate Reviewers’ Suggestions I  
Don’t  Agree With? 

This depends. If the review seems unfair, rushed, and misunderstood, your 
acquiring editor can go back to the reviewer and clarify information. If one 
out of 5 or 10 reviewers thinks you should completely restructure your book, 
the odds are in your favor. However, if the consistent feeling is that topics are 
to be added or deleted, it is worth giving in to this. 

 
Question: What Kind of Experience Does a First-Time 
Author Need to  Write  a Book? 

You don’t have to have written a book previously; however, your work should 
have been published in journals recently and actively, as we are seeking 
authors who are prolific and part of the community for which they are writing. 
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Question: Why  Are  Proposals Rejected  by  CRC Press? 

Your proposal may be rejected for the following reasons: we feel that an 

individual is not qualified to write on a particular topic; we identify pla- 

giarism; reviews are poor; the author has expectations that we cannot meet; 
the market is too saturated with competitors we cannot go up against and 
be successful; mailing lists to market the book are not readily available; the 

material or concept is outdated. We want to make sure that the books we 
produce contain high-quality content written by leading experts in the field 

on which our customers will spend good money. And we must be selective 
for our readers. Marketing is expensive and so is producing content in print 

and/or e-format, so we want to make smart decisions that benefit the time 
and effort you plan to place into the work, and for which we plan to provide 
visibility. We appreciate your time, efforts, expertise, and content. 

 
Question: Are You Still Interested if My Manuscript 

Is  Already Complete? 

Yes! We love surprises, and we will put your proposal and a few sample 
chapters through the review process for you and work swiftly to provide you 

with a publishing decision. 

 
Question: Can a Bad Review Hurt My  Chances of  

Getting This Book Published? 

It may. We are seeking constructive criticism for your manuscript. Reviewers 
are chosen because they have expert knowledge in the field, and they should 
be providing comments that help you shape your manuscript to bring value 

to the marketplace. Not every book idea is a winner. For some areas, a satu- 
rated market exists and the proposed book does not provide added value. 

However, in many cases, the idea can be reworked. Don’t give up! Restructure 
the proposal, invite colleagues to help formulate a more succinct proposal 
and table of contents, accept the comments of the surveyors, and try again. 

 
Question: What Kinds of Questions Are the Reviewers 

Asked about My Proposal? 

You can find the questions asked here: 
 

• Proposal Review Questionnaire for Textbooks 

• Proposal Review Questionnaire for References/Handbooks 

http://goo.gl/71zCMR
http://goo.gl/VQaCRt
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Contract Approval 

Once your proposal has been reviewed, and you and your acquiring edi-  
tor decide that the content proposed should be contracted and a manuscript 

submitted, the terms of the agreement are outlined. 
The acquiring editor then has to prepare for his or her presentation to 

management and marketing that takes place on a weekly basis in a publish- 
ing committee meeting. Your proposal is pitched by the acquiring editor to 
seek contract approval. Costs such as marketing, production, sales efforts, 

pricing of competitors, and related titles are considered. The entire process 
of reviews to contract approval takes about 4–6 weeks total. 

If approved, the contract is presented to you in electronic format via email. 
Your acquiring editor will discuss the terms of the contract with you, and he 

or she is versed and available to answer any questions you may have. 
 
 

 

Signing the Contract 

Congratulations and welcome to the CRC Press family! Signing the contract 

begins a relationship between you and your acquiring editor, our staff here, 

and most importantly—our customers. 
Read over the contract carefully and have a discussion with your acquiring 

editor if you have questions. 

The agreement includes similar language you will find at any publishing 
house. Let us know if you have questions and we will work through the 

contract with you. 

 
Question: Do Contributors Who Write a Chapter for 

My  Edited Book Need to  Sign an Agreement? 

Yes, they do. Each contributor participating in the publication must sign a 
contributor agreement and a permission verification form indicating that his 

or her work is his or her own or that permission has been sought, and he or 
she agrees to allow us to publish his or her chapter. 

Once the contract is signed, an ISBN (International Standard Book Number) 

is generated for your book, and we assign a project coordinator, whose role 
is discussed later. 
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Question: What About Citation Indexing for My Contributors 
and  Their Chapters? 

We work with various citation indexers, and they retrieve our reference 
content from our online searchable database called CRCnetBASE. As of this 
publication, some of the indexers we work with are: 

 
• Thomson Reuters/Web of Science/Book Citation Index 

• Proquest/Summons/Serial Solutions 

• OCLC/KnowledgeBase 

• OCLC/Worldcat 

• CAS 

• Ex Libris/Primo 

• Google® Scholar 

• EBSCO/EDS 

• China National Knowledge Network 
 

Question: Is Obtaining Permission to Reuse Text or  
Artwork Really  That Important? 

Yes, it is. Source lines and permission usage and grants are crucial. You can 
obtain permissions very easily now by logging your requests for reuse at 
www.copyright.com/. Being recognized for one’s work is not only necessary, 
but also the right thing to do. If you request permission to reuse text or fig- 
ures as you go along with your writing, you will have everything in order by 
the time your work is finished. You can read about what requires 
permission and how to obtain it by reading our Permission  Guidelines. 

 

Question: What Format Do You Want the Manuscript In? Are 
There Formal Guidelines for Preparing  My  Manuscript? 

The role of the project coordinator is to provide you with guidelines for pre- 
paring a manuscript that will be clear, to the point, and allow for an easy 
transition to production when the time comes. 

We accept Word  and LaTex,  and we  will provide you  with guidelines  
for both. 

If you want to format your own manuscript (camera-ready), we will pro- 
vide you with a template in LaTex, along with guidelines. Run into trouble? 
No problem! We have a LaTex help desk that you can email your issues or 
questions to, and you will be responded to promptly. 

http://www.copyright.com/
https://www.crcpress.com/resources/authors/rights
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The other option is Word. However, we prefer that you do not try to format 
the text and figures in Word. Fonts and equations sometimes drop off when 
we import your files into our publishing program called Adobe InDesign®. 
If you want to write your manuscript in Word, we will be happy to format 
the text and size your artwork. Just double space your entire manuscript and 
provide figure placement callouts. Please then save each figure separately as 
an .eps, .jpeg, .giff, or .tiff file. 

You will find instructions for preparing your artwork, as well as your 
manuscript in Word or LaTex, here: 

• Preparing Your Manuscript using Word 

• Preparing Your Manuscript using LaTeX 

• Preparing Artwork 

• Guidelines for Chapter Contributors 
 

Question: My Manuscript Is Finished, But I May Not Have Followed 
Your  Guidelines. Do I  Really Have  to  Reformat Everything? 

Probably not. Your acquiring editor will look everything over, and we will 
try to be as accommodating as possible. 

 
Question: What if I Want a  Technical Review of  
My  Chapters as I’m Writing? 

This is no problem—we want the best manuscript possible, so discuss the 
review plan with your acquiring editor so time can be built in for this. There 
are factors to consider for publishing your book at a certain time like: confer- 
ence attendance, speaking engagements, bulk purchase, and textbook adop- 
tion. Providing your readers with an accurate date they can expect to receive 
your published book is crucial, so discuss with your acquiring editor the 
expectations for surveys, reviews, rewrites, classroom testing, and the due 
date of ancillaries such as website downloads, solutions manual, PowerPoint 
slides, laboratory manuals—all of which are necessary to have available 
upon publication. 

 
Question: The Proposal Is Complete, the Contract Is Signed, and 
the Guidelines Have  Been Sent.  Now  What? 

Now we let you get on with it. Your acquiring editor is always available to 
answer questions, make suggestions, and check in and see how things are 
progressing. Please don’t be silent. If you need clarification on the guidelines, 
process, or more time to deliver your manuscript, the sooner we know, the 
better it is for all of us. 

http://goo.gl/0LzYrd
http://goo.gl/rld8N3
http://goo.gl/aK89sD
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Working with Your  Acquiring Editor 

The acquiring editor you work with at CRC Press will take on a very special 
role and relationship with you and your book. Our authors are our main 
focus, and we want to provide content that continuously appeals to our 
audience. Our authors are valued and important, and your acquiring editor 
wants to make this as easy and enjoyable an experience as possible. We 
want to keep in touch during your writing process. We will check in, ask 
questions, and send you reminders when your book is due. You are 
providing a highly valuable service to us and it is greatly appreciated. 
Please ask us questions, keep us up-to-date on the status of not only what 
you are writing, but also what else you are working on—research grants, 
awards, speaking engagements, courses, and the like. Our hope is that you 
want a relationship with us, too. Our goal is to promote you and make 
your work visible around the globe. We expect a fruitful relationship that 
will allow for new book writing, revisions, providing you with books for 
your courses, reviewing the content of our other proposals, and 
establishing a partnership to work together to ensure the success or your 
book. 

 
Question: How Many Individuals Can I Expect 
to  Be Working with at  CRC Press? 

Quite a few, but your acquiring editor is the main contact during the entire 
process and will oversee all aspects before, during, and after receipt of your 
manuscript, and after publication of your book. Here are some of the indi- 
viduals at CRC Press who may be in contact with you: 

Acquiring Editor: Serves as the main contact for your book. You will 
discuss the proposal, table of contents, due dates, contract terms, 
and any questions with your acquiring editor, and he or she will 
be involved from the proposal stage through all aspects of the 
publishing process, including the overseeing of sales and market- 
ing efforts. 

Editorial Assistant to the Editor: Sends the contract on behalf of your 
acquiring editor, orders complimentary copies, requests flyers for 
promotional purposes, and handles general tasks. Guides you 
through the manuscript and figure/artwork preparation process as 
well as the permissions process. Responsible for culling through 
the proposal, manuscript, marketing author questionnaire, and 
book reviews to write the pro-motional copy for the back cover of 
your book, as well as for our website and marketing efforts. The 
copy on the CRC Press website is fed digitally to Amazon and 
numerous third- party resellers and distributors worldwide. 
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Assistant Editor: Seeks and secures reviewers for your proposal; pre- 
pares market surveys for your book; secures marketing quotes for the 
CRC Press website, back cover copy, advertisements, and Amazon; 
works closely with the textbook team, reference team, and marketing 
managers; and will send your published book to journals, bloggers, 
and magazines for published reviews that will appear in the journal 
as well as on Amazon and the CRC Press website. 

Project Editor: Once your book enters production, the project editor 
will coordinate the copyediting, typesetting, indexing, page proofs, 
and corrections before your book is sent to the printer. 

Cover Designer: We have an outstanding staff of cover designers, and 
one will be assigned to work with you to graphically design a 
beautiful and creative cover. 

Marketing Manager: Works with a creative team on marketing efforts 
like emails, flyers, catalogs, direct mailings, website banner adver- 
tisements, print advertisements, conference materials, posters, and 
press releases to promote your book. Your marketing manager 
seeks optimal exposure for your book through various outlets such 
as email lists, conferences, partnerships, social media, and industry 
publications. 

Publisher: Your acquiring editor reports to a publisher, and the pub- 
lisher is available to answer questions, execute contracts and adden- 
dums, oversee the publishing program at CRC Press, and foster a 
positive and smooth process for your publishing experience by 
coordinating and maintaining a reputation for quality. 

 
 
 

Changing the Due Date  of  Your Manuscript 

When your book is assigned an ISBN (International Standard Book 

Number), this means that within one year of the anticipated publication 

date, your book will be able to be searched on the CRC Press website and 

Amazon in order to generate backorders. Customers pre-order, and they 

are excited for new content—we don’t want to disappoint them. Publishers 

plan for conference attendance, printer time, catalog promotion, sales 

meetings, third-party buyers, book fairs, purchase of key mailing lists, and 

production costs, all based on the manuscript due date that you provide. It 

is also important for us to know what is in our pipeline so we can plan 

accordingly for additional production, sales, and marketing support. If you 

want to submit your manuscript early—please do! If you need to delay, just  

 

 

https://www.crcpress.com/
http://www.amazon.com/
https://www.crcpress.com/
http://www.amazon.com/
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tell us. We can juggle things around when we have notice and keep our  

customers who have pre-ordered your book properly informed. We don’t 

want frustrated customers who are anticipating a product that is 

continuously delayed. This could result in them changing their minds and 

seeking out another more readily available book. 

We also want to accommodate conferences you are attending, as well as 
courses you may be teaching, or your library needs. 

 
 
 

Writing Style 

We’ve been a technical publisher since 1913. Thus,  our  customers  have 

come to expect a certain technical writing style. Keep your writing clear  

and concise, provide examples, and use vocabulary that is expected and 

necessary. We encourage your writing style to be appropriate for the senior 

undergraduate/graduate/ professional level.  While  we  enjoy  humor  

and some anecdotes, do keep the tone as professional as possible. The 

Chicago Manual of Style (www.chicagomanualofstyle.org/)  will provide 

a great help to you when writing your book. 

 
 
 

Wikipedia and Plagiarism 

Please source all of your work, always request permission, and reference 

properly; plagiarism is unacceptable. Wikipedia is a good resource, but it 

should not be utilized or cited as a reference. Credibility when writing is 

essential, and staying within these guidelines will guarantee your reader- 

ship that your book is trustworthy with veritable sources. 

 
Question: Will CRC Press Copyedit My Manuscript? 

What If I Am Not a Native English Speaker? 

Yes, if we are formatting your manuscript, we will copyedit for spelling, 

grammar, punctuation, sentence structure, and consistency. We welcome 

authors and contributors from all around the globe, so if English is not 

your native language, that is no problem! 

If you are preparing a camera-ready manuscript, we provide a proofread. 
We are very willing to provide a copyedit as well, so please discuss this with 
your acquiring editor. 

 

http://www.chicagomanualofstyle.org/
http://www.chicagomanualofstyle.org/
http://www.chicagomanualofstyle.org/)
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Front Matter 

The front matter of your book should be completed after your manuscript 
is complete. The following are items to be included in the front matter: 

 

Preface: A preface is necessary and expected, and it invites the reader 
to understand why you wrote the book, what they should expect 
from your publication, and the aim and scope of what you are 
trying to accomplish. 

Foreword: Asking a key person in the field to write the foreword for 
your book is an honor for you and an honor for that person. You 
should provide as much of the final and complete manuscript as 
possible, so the foreword writer can prepare an introductory open- 
ing to your readers as to why the topic is of great importance; why 
you are among the strongest candidates to write on the topic; what 
the future outlook is for the area; their own experiences; and what 
makes the content that you are supplying necessary. 

If you include a preface in your book, you don’t necessarily need 
to include a foreword, but you can include both if you like. 

Biography: Readers are curious. Include a biography that outlines 
your many accomplishments, where you studied, your current 
affiliation, and any qualifications that will keep readers confident in 
the content they have just purchased. Include your current photo 
too—readers want to make a connection. 

Table of Contents: Your table of contents provides a roadmap for 
your readers. Provide a logical order with fundamental, how-to, 
introductory chapters up front, and then move into the application-
oriented chapters. Be specific. 

Contributors: If contributors participated, a list of their names and 
affiliations must be included in the front matter. 

Acknowledgment: An acknowledgment is optional. However, for 
those individuals who may have inspired you to write your book, 
helped you along in the process, or were simply encouraging and 
supportive throughout the process, an acknowledgment is a nice 
way of saying thank you. 

Dedication: This is a nice acknowledgment as well. A dedication is also 

optional, but it provides the reader with a look into your thoughts 

on who made an impact on you. 
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Other Book Features 

Index: The index is a key element of your book—just as important as 

the table of contents. We can put you in contact with a professional 

indexer who will produce the index toward the end of the produc- 

tion process, once page numbers have been set. 

Downloads: They can add value to the reader’s experience, and we 

make downloads available on your book’s dedicated page of the 

CRC Press website. Ancillaries may not be appropriate for every 

book, but if you have particular software code, videos, or other data 

that will enhance the reader’s understanding of the material, please 

let us know, and we will consider posting it to your book’s page. 

 
 

 

Keeping Motivated during the Writing Process 

Make a commitment to put time aside that is devoted to your book. Keep 

adding to the notes on strengths and weaknesses you have been collecting 

about competitors and jot down ideas when at conferences—which 

sessions are the most attended? Should you include information on that 

topic? 

 
 

 

Submitting the Complete and Final  Manuscript  

We will provide you with secure access to upload your manuscript to our 

private FTP Site once your submission date is close at hand. We do not use 

public droboxes’ due to security reasons, and we are confident our private, 

password-protected FTP Site is secure for your work. 

The project coordinator assigned to your book will be looking at each 
figure to confirm that each one is crisp and will print well. If the project 
coordinator thinks there is an issue, the figure will be redrawn. CRC Press 
maintains a high standard of quality and wants you to be pleased with the 
outcome of your book. 

The project coordinator will also make sure that source lines are 
included, all front matter is provided, and the permissions you have 
obtained are in order. Then, your book will be ready for the production 
process. 
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The Production Process 

Cover Design 

In many ways, the cover of your book is the first step in making your work 
visible. We have an outstanding team of experienced cover designers that 
will graphically design a professional cover to get your book noticed. We 
welcome your ideas! If you have certain colors or images you would like— 
tell us! We also have licensing agreements with some stock image websites 
from which you can select a cover image for us to use. 

 
Question: Do Readers Really  Judge a  Book By  Its Cover? 

Everyone is different, but a colorful and appealing cover design catches the 
eye. A well-chosen image can convey the focus and set the tone of your book 
at a glance. 

Your cover designer will provide you with a draft of your book’s cover  
and the front matter title page. Show your family, friends, students, and col- 
leagues, and gather opinions. You may like the design but not the color or 
font—this is a quick fix. Once you confirm your cover design, it 
immediately is posted to the CRC Press website and Amazon, and other 
third parties that sell or distribute our books will automatically retrieve it. 

 
Back Cover Copy and Marketing 

We will also ask you to complete a marketing questionnaire that asks about 
the final material you have included in your book that should be highlighted 
in the back cover copy and marketing of your book. 
 
Question: What 10 Things Will the Reader Learn from Reading My Book? 

We ask this question of our authors. Please be specific in your answers and 
focus on the benefits the reader will receive by reading your book, not just 
the features of the book itself. Avoid statements like “my book is bigger” or 
“all books on the market are out of date, but mine just published.” 

Our customers want examples, case studies, quality figures, quick refer- 
ence tables, a strong index, applications, and discussion points—but more 
importantly, they want to learn from you. For example, explain how the 
design process in your book will help readers save time or money, or how the 
electronic downloads you provided will allow readers to model, simulate, 
and eliminate potential manufacturing errors—be specific! 

 

 

 

 

 

https://www.crcpress.com/
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Question: How  Will You  Promote Me and My  Book? 

It is important for us to know where you are traveling for speaking engage- 
ments or conference attendance because we want your book to have as much 
exposure as possible. We want to know if you are teaching a short course, 
training course, or even full- or part-time academic courses at a university. 

We will be contacting journals for book reviews, so if you have places in 
mind where a review would be ideal, tell us. People read reviews and they 
especially consider the stars and reviews on Amazon. Encourage your col- 
leagues and peers to go to Amazon, give your book the stars it deserves, and 
write comments on their thoughts after reading your book. Comments are 
very helpful to individuals when considering a purchase, so encourage com- 
ments that state what the book provides for the reader. 

Social media is another good way to bring attention to your book. Once 
your book enters production, you will  be  asked  to  complete  your profile 
on Featured Authors—a unique online community created exclusively for 
readers to connect directly with CRC Press authors, increasing awareness 

of publications and ultimately boosting sales. If you have a LinkedIn® 

page—let’s get connected! Facebook®, Pinterest, and Instagram are just a 
few of the social media  sites  we  link  to  and  promote on. We work with 
key societies  around  the  globe  by  supporting and attending their 
conferences, advertising in their journals, having banner advertisements on 
their websites, offering discounts to their members, and purchasing their 
mailing lists in order to promote your book.  

Your book will also have a dedicated, search-engine-optimized (SEO) 
landing page on the CRC Press website. Search engines like Google will 
bring those interested in your work to this landing page. In addition to a 
list of your book’s features, the landing page will include a summary of 
your book’s contents, an abridged table of contents, a short biography that 
showcases your standout accomplishments, and favorable snippets from any 
available book reviews or marketing quotes. 

Marketing quotes from individuals around the globe serve as testimoni- 
als and add perceived value to your book. When available, marketing quotes 
will appear on your book’s landing page on the CRC Press website and may 
be used in the back cover copy of your book. If you have ideas on who could  
write a compelling quote to summarize how great your book is, please pass 
this along to your acquiring editor and we will contact them. 

Our books are marketed and sold worldwide. We have sales representa- 
tives spanning the globe that work with libraries, bookstores, academics, pro- 
fessionals, and third-party retailers to get the word out about your book. If you 
have contacts to whom we can send a promotional flyer on your book, please  
mention this. We are a global organization with offices in Boca Raton, New 
York, Philadelphia, Boston, Oxford, Melbourne, Singapore, Beijing, Tokyo, 
Stockholm, New Delhi, and Johannesburg—just to name a few. 

 

 

 

http://www.amazon.com/
https://www.crcpress.com/authors
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Question: Will My Book Be Available in Both Print 
and  Electronic Formats? 

Yes, our books are made available in both formats. The electronic version is 
available at the same time as the printed. Amazon Kindle® and VitalSource® 

are among the many electronic formats. We also can include your reference, 
monograph, handbook, or professional text/reference in our award- 
winning online database called CRCnetBASE (crcnetbase.com/). 

 
Question: How Long Will It Take to Print My Book 
and How  Many Copies Are You   Printing? 

This depends on the size of the book, but 4–6 weeks is the typical time at 
the printer. Don’t judge a book on the number of copies in the first print run. 
That is the old way of publishing. Nowadays we can print quickly and effi- 
ciently, so we do not have to fill up warehouses with hundreds or thousands 
of copies. This is done purposely for space and cost efficiency. 

 
Question: What Compensation Do Authors and Editors Receive? 

We greatly appreciate the hard work you put into developing your book, 
and you will receive a royalty on the sale of your books. CRC Press offers 
competitive royalty rates and 24/7 online access to author royalty accounts. 
Each author and editor also receives complimentary copies of his or her book 
upon publication. 

 
Question: What Happens after My  Book Is  Published? 

We want to keep in contact with you! You will receive your complimentary 
copies, and your book will be marketed through several channels such as 
Amazon, libraries, conference, adverts, journals, reviews, email, and social 
media. We want to continue our relationship with you for future revisions 
and new book ideas. We would welcome your expertise as a reviewer for 
some of our many book proposals, and we want you to feel free to suggest 
content that you would like to see included in our future publications. We 
value your knowledge and participation and our relationship, so let’s con- 
tinue to work together. 

 
Question: Do  You  Prepare Translations? 

We do not have  anyone on staff that can translate your book. However,  we  
do seek translations in various languages for our books, and if the translation 
rights are sold, you will be compensated per your contract terms. The transla- 
tion is normally sought about two years after your English version is published. 
If you come across an individual who wants to translate your book, you can let 
us know. However, what we need is a foreign language publisher that wishes  

 

http://www.crcnetbase.com/
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to purchase the rights. Most of the time, the foreign language publisher sup- 
plies its own translators as well as production, marketing, and printers. You 
will receive a copy of the translated edition if contracted and then published. 

 

Question: Should I Bring to Your Attention My Thoughts on 
Where to  Sell and Market My Book? 

Yes, you should. We maintain a massive database of names to market and 
sell to, so the more specific you can be, the better. We are focused on generat- 
ing leads and reaching those in academia and industry. We advertise with 
international journals and attend global conferences, in addition to our sales 
and marketing efforts in other channels such as electronic databases, librar- 
ies, and individual, corporate, and third-party sellers. 

 
Question: What about Revising My  Book in  the Future? 

Our goal is to continue with our solid reputation of providing our readers 
with up-to-date and valuable content. Revision cycles for textbooks, hand- 
books, monographs, and professional books vary, but your acquiring 
editor will want to discuss how to keep your content fresh, marketable, and 
avail- able to our readers. When you have ideas for new or revised material 
for your book, it will be time to open up a dialog. 

 
Question: What If I Have Questions after Publication on Royalties, 
Marketing, Sales, or Adopting Books for  My  Course? 

Your acquiring editor will always be available to answer your questions  
and make sure that you are serviced properly and swiftly at any stage of  
the process. 

 
Question: Are You Interested in Hearing Book Ideas 
from My  Friends and Colleagues? 

Yes! There is no greater reward for us at CRC Press. Your recommendation 
to publish with us would mean a great deal, and we cannot think of a bet- 
ter compliment. 

 
 
 

Concluding Remarks 

Why  Publish with CRC  Press? 

We are often asked how CRC Press differs from other publishers. Quite 
sim- ply—it’s the people who work here. Our people are some of the best in  
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publishing, but more importantly, they’re passionate about delivering the 
best possible publishing experience. 

Our team is dedicated to working with you, paying the utmost respect to 
your valuable time and content. We offer efficient, personal service while 
producing high-quality publications that are copy edited and formatted to 
your specifications. 

Our experience in publishing spans more than 100 years. Our current pub- 
lication list in engineering alone includes more than 12,000 active titles, and 
we publish an average of 400+ books per year in engineering and environ- 
mental sciences, which is the largest division in CRC Press. 

At the same time, we avoid saturation in the marketplace by being cogni- 
zant of publishing too many books on like topics. We want your book to stand 
out, and we want to market our collection of related titles that complement 
one another, so we attend several conferences and exhibitions each year. 

We reach a global audience through marketing and sales by securing key 
contacts in academia and industry, and our sales representatives promote 
our content from offices around the world. 

It goes without saying that our compensation terms are highly competi- 
tive. More importantly, we are interested in supporting our current authors 
and acquiring new authors and content for our books and journals. 

Interested in writing for one of our 1500 journals? You can review our 
selection at http://www.tandfonline.com/.  We  synergize  with  our  jour- 
nal publications, so we can offer a full publishing experience for you and 
your content. 

Our goal is to concentrate on what we know and where we have been suc- 
cessful in publishing. Thus, we publish journals, textbooks, references, ency- 
clopedias, handbooks, monographs, and professional books in print and 
electronic formats, and we publish for an audience of senior undergraduate 
and graduate students, as well as for researchers and industry professionals. 

We are grateful for your business and look forward to hearing from you.

http://www.tandfonline.com/
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ANNOUNCING THE    

CRC Press Virtual Textbook Fair 
   for ENGINEERING FACULTY 

  web: www.crcpress.com/go/engineering  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Easy access to frequently adopted, new, and 

forthcoming textbooks for all types of 

engineering courses 

Designed specifically for engineering 

department chairs, professors, and librarians 

Simple navigation of your area of interest 

Request inspection copies or submit a book 

proposal in just a few steps 

Meet our engineering acquisition team 

See what eBooks are available 

 

 

Visit the 
Textbook 
Fair 
Today! 

CRC Press/Taylor & Francis Group 

1-800-634-7064 • 1-859-727-5000 • +44 (0) 1235 400 524 

e-mail: orders@crcpress.com web: www.crcpress.com/go/engineering 

http://www.crcpress.com/go/engineering
mailto:orders@crcpress.com
http://www.crcpress.com/go/engineering
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Premium Engineering eBook Collections 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Ask about Free Trials 

 

More than 3,000 eBooks written by leading 

experts and innovators in all fields of engineering, 

from electrical to biomedical and beyond 

24/7 online access to eBooks downloadable 

to any device—PC/Mac, laptop, tablet, or 

smartphone 

DRM-free material ready to copy, print, and 

share as needed for your research, reference, 

or classroom use 

 

Contact the CRCnetBASE team today 

about ENGnetBASE 

e-reference@taylorandfrancis.com 

1-888-318-2367 

www.crcpress.com/go/engnetbase 

mailto:e-reference@taylorandfrancis.com
http://www.crcpress.com/go/engnetbase



